
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 
HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – SEPTMBER & OCTOBER 2018 
**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 
DURING SEPTMBER & OCTOBER 2018 

 

 

1. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 04.09.2018, Empty DEMU rake from KCG arrived MLY 

on Goods line at 22.30hrs. Dy.SS/MLY permitted shunt movement of the empty DEMU rake with 

Diesel triple engines at 22.45hrs. While backing, DEMU rake passed shunt signal No.18 in „OFF‟ 

aspect and passed Shunt signal No.41 at „ON‟. 

Cause of the accident: Guard failed to observe the aspect of shunt signal and advised LP to 

push back. 

Responsible: Sri. A. Sripal Rao, Guard/KCG 

Matters brought to light: 

1. The crew of HYB division are aware of their movement in the MLY yard, they have not 

insisted for written instructions of movements to Diesel Shed/MLY. 

2. In this case, Dy.SS/yard/MLY not given instructions in writing to the Crew of HYB division for 

the train Movement to Diesel Shed MLY since not being insisted by the crew for the same. 

3. In this case, after the incident the train was moved back without confirming about the 

position of points and signals by crew of the train. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

It should be ensured that the Staff, LP/ALP & Guard pertaining to HYB division are having 

sufficient Road Learning of MLY yard especially entry to Diesel Shed. 

 

2. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 14.09.2018 at BZA yard of BZA division, while moving 

Loco No.22322/WAP-4/LGD from West inter cabin to RRI/BZA, after passing shunt signal Nos. 

36, 39 and 78 in its favour and Loco has to stop at shunt signal No. 75 which is at „ON‟. But 

shunter passed shunt signal No.75 at „ON‟ positin resulting in the derailment of wheel Nos. 1, 2, 

3, 4 & 5 of leading trolley cab-1 of the Loco in Trap No. 182 B at about 08.30 hrs.  

Cause of the accident: LP/Shunter failed to apply either SA-9 or A-9 in time from a safe 

distance, to stop the locomotive short of shunt signal No. 75 which was at „ON‟. 

Primary Responsible: Sri. S.Ramu, LP/Shunter/Gr.II/BZA. 

Matters brought to light: 

1. LP/Shunter not followed the cab changing procedure. 

2. LP/Shunter not conducted loc brake feel test after changing the cab. 

 

3. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 15.09.2018 at Jangaon Goods shed of SC division, 

while moving 21+1 wagons for  grouping of FKZS/KFCS Goods train from Goods siding line-2, 

three BCN Load wagons(Wagon No.31110541190 BCNL/NWR 6 th from Loco, Wagon 

No.30018863465 BCNL/CR 7th from Loco, Wagon No.30028963773 BCNL/ER 8th from Loco) 

derailed before Points  Nos. 101 KL (150 meters ahead of point) on straight line at 02.25hrs. 



Cause of the accident: foreign material/boulders available near 7th wagon which was not 

removed by Pointsman, Guard and Loco Pilot while releasing the formation on GL-2 who 

assumed that the foreign material/boulders might not infringe the wheel. 

Primary Responsible: NIL 

Secondary Responsible: Sri.D.Rajendar,PM/ZN, Sri.MD. Janimiya,LP/SNF & SK.Arya, 

Guard/SNF  

Matters brought to light: 

1. Unauthorised person staying in and around Goods shed. 

2. There is no proper lighting arrangement in Goods shed area. 

3. Pointsman used only single wedge for securing. 

4. Dy.SS/ZN failed to inform the incident details properly to control office. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Proper lighting arrangement in Goods shed area to be provided. 

2. Compound wall to be constructed around the Goods shed area to avoid trespassing. 

3. FCI authorities to be instructed to advise all hamalies/truck drivers not to use boulders in 

Goods shed area. 

4. All the yards including station sidings where loading and unloading is done regularly or once 

in a month shall be checked thoroughly availability of ballast, track condition etc., 

5. All commercial supervisors where loading and unloading activity is taking place shall 

thoroughly check the presence of stones, unused bags, tarpaulin etc., and shall bring it to 

the notice of concerned loading party for immediate attention. 

 

4. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 17.09.2018 at FCI siding/SNF of SC division, during 

loading process of UP SFCG, 2-BCNAM1 wagon Nos SC/30099681095 & SC/30099563582 

rolled and derailed on Trap Point No. 104 at 13.10hrs. 

Cause of the accident: For carrying out loose hand shunting 

Primary Responsible: FCI authorities of SNF 

 

5. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 01.10.2018 at 1745hrs, the train No. JSWT with TE 

No.12405/WDG4, while negotiating into road No.1 of GTL yard of GTL division with a speed of 

less than 9 kmph and while passing through Point No.82B, 5 BOXNHL wagons were derailed. 

Cause of the Accident: Uneven loading with track deficiencies as contributory for causing 

derailment 

Responsibility:  

Primary; 

1) Supervisor of KPCL who monitor the loading pattern in which he has failed to ensure even 

loading. 

2) Commercial supervisor of Railways has failed to ensure even loading. 

Secondary: Engineering department. 

Matters brought to light:  

 The buffer heights in tare condition are more than permissible in above 2 wagons may be 

due to post derailment factor. The same shall be adjusted as per prescribed limits at 

Examination depot prior to serving fit memo. 

 It is suggested that all the Loco Pilot shall be more vigilant whenever they feel jerk and make 

a look whether any additional Tractive force is being drawn by Engine for running the same 

speed.  

Suggestions and Recommendations:  



 Present practice of even levelling of iron-ore inside the wagon with pay loader at 

Krishnapatnam Port is very difficult and is prone for wagon damages. It is recommended that 

Krishnapatnam Port authorities may develop a mechanism so that all the wagons are to be 

loaded evenly.  

 In siding agreements, necessary clause should be made for ensuring proper unloading of 

wagons by siding authorities.  

 As per action plan to reduce wagon damages at loading/unloading points communicated 

vide Rly. Board Lr.No.2010/TT-IV/9/1 dated 08.10.12, CC cameras to be installed to monitor 

any abnormalities in loading pattern, wagon damages due to poor handling, etc.  

 There cannot be a non-standard curve at yards. Only Standard designed curves with 

designed parameters like fixed cant, super elevation and degree with the details of transition 

are to be provided.  

 

6. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 03.10.2018 at KRNT yard of HYB division, while 

pushing 22 wagons of UP BCN from DHNE end, one wagon No.BCNAN1 30079372401, 9th 

wagon from engine, titled one side i.e. on right side after lifting off from leading trolley and 

trailing trolley was on the rails. The leading trolley which got derailed was having on-wheel 

disconnected from the trolley and came under the body after travelling for a distance of 13.06 

meters.  

Cause of the accident: Jerk caused because of the combination of empty and loaded wagons. 

Primary Responsible: Sri. E. Anjaneyulu, Goods P/KCG due to jerk exerted during shunting. 

Matters brought to light: Formation is not tallying with VG. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1) It is preferred to do shunting on one type of wagons i.e. loaded or empty. 

2) Guard of the train should give the correct position of the wagons on the formation to the 

SMR.   

 

7. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 12.10.2018 at about 00.30 hrs, Train No BOXN/E, while 

backing the formation towards line No. NEC-1 from Line No.2, two empty wagons derailed at 

Mast No. Coal-2 due to coal heap jam on track at PKPK siding of BZA division. 

Cause of the accident: Coal heap jam on track at PKPK siding 

Primary Responsible: PKPK Port authorities 

 

8. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 30.10.2018 at about 08.00 hrs, at road No.6 at MOO 

station of  GTL division, while forming train No. M-83 (empty goods train), one empty wagon 

No.ER BOSNM 10020219429 derailed due to bumping. Shunt movement is taken for Loco 

NO.31707 from Road No.4 to 6 for attaching the formation. While attaching, on to the formation, 

the first wagon next to engine rear truck front trolley one pair of wheels derailed. 

Cause of the accident: Due to bumping of loco. 

Primary Responsible:  

1) Sri. SK.Mohammed Javeed LP/NRE 

2) Sri. P.K.Sahoo ALP/NRE. 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of NDL station of GNT division conducted on 
04/05.10.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

 In the stable load Register, BPC particulars and GLP memos are not available for loads 
stabled on 15.09.19 and 30.09.18. 



 Weather warning messages received on 03.05.18 and 28.09.18 were having forecast for 
more than 48 hours however, line patrolling was not arranged as per guidelines given in 
Monsoon precautions circulated by Head quarters. 

 Train enquiry and train ordering duties may be delinked from Dy.SS to concentrate on trains 
working, issuing of Caution orders, etc. 

 The Caution orders between NDL-YA printed and supplied from GTL Division were not in 
geographical order.   

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of NDL station & NDPL stations of GNT division 

conducted on 04/05.10.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

 The vertical columns of FOB at NDL yard between Road No. 1 & 2 and 2 & 3 are provided 

with released 90R rails which are non-standard. These rails columns are actually extra 

support provided due to sag in clear span between two main columns. Cross bracings 

between two rails of the column, shall be provided as columns may buckle due to increase 

in sag because of overcrowding in due course of time. 

 LC No.183 at KM 258/5-6 between NDL-PNM stations, is closed on account of ROB from 

last 4 months. Gateman was available round the clock in view of safety. CRS/SCC may be 

approached for permission for closing of LC and removing the interlocking arrangement. 

 TVUs - 88779; RVUs - 2656; Date of Census - 20.02.2016 to 26.02.06 and O&E - 09.05.17. 

As per census, this gate is classified as „Special Class‟ Gate and it should have been 

converted to interlocked gate by this time. Possibility of eliminating this gate by constructing 

RUB may be explored since the site conditions are favorable. 

 Point No. 6B, 1in12, FSL, 60kg rails with PSC sleepers laid on 04.07.16: 

LH tongue rail is worn-out. Setting of tongue & stock rail is only upto one sleeper against 3 

sleepers minimum. LH switch need to be replaced on priority. 

 S&T bond wires are connected to CMS crossing by Exo-thermic weld which is not permitted. 

On CMS crossings, as a part of design, separate lugs along with pre-drilled holes are 

provided to facilitate connecting S&T bond wires (Ref: CTE/SC Lr.No.W/509/TC/Zig-zag 

welding dated 9.3.12 and RDSO‟s Lr.No.CT/RG/Cad weld dt.24.3.11, exo-thermic welding is 

permitted only on rails for connecting bond wire up to 35mm2 wires. Such weldings are not 

permitted on CMS crossings). 

 From Point No. 6B, one line is going to Panyam & another line is going to Banaganapalli 

stations. Maintenance of line towards Panyam is with GNT Division and towards 

Banaganapalli with GTL Division. It was apprised that this point is being maintained by GTL 

Division. Late on, SSE/ P.Way/ GTL apprised that GTL Division is maintaining upto Home 

Signal of Cabin Station from Banaganapalli side. There should be clear cut demarcation of 

jurisdiction and accordingly jurisdiction boards of the divisions should be provided. As the 

Cabin Station is with GNT Division, track from Home Signal of Cabin Station towards 

Banaganapalli side, should be maintained by GNT Division. 

 Joint Inspection of Points and Crossings: Joint Inspection of points and crossings was 

done on 13.07.2018 for the 3rd quarter of 2018. The deficiency “Burr on RH side on Point 7A” 

is complied on 19.07.2018 without disconnection for the joint work 

(Lr.NO.SG85/PC/SF&P/Vol.3/SG.85/ PC/ Vol. XIII of date11.03.11). 

3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T Department: 
DDuring the safety audit inspection of NDL station & NDPL stations of GNT division conducted 
oon 04/05.10.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

 Panel is installed on 09-10-2009. ADSTE Annual inspection is due on October 2018. 



 Siding Point No. 22BKL: Opening LH - 98mm. Point 22A KL: Opening LH -104 mm. Opening is 
to be adjusted as per SEM. 

 Only 1 & 2 Crank handles are available. Schedule of inspections is not covered by signal 
Technicians for these two crank handles. 

 Though SM/NDPL served a memo to JE/T/NDL regarding failure of BSNL on 27.06.2018, it was 
not rectified till the date of inspection. It should be rectified immediately since it is one of the 
Authorised Means of Communication (G&SR 14.01 item iii). 

 Walkie talkies are not working in station limits. 

 Point testing once in 15 days, has not been done by Technicians. 

 Competency certificate for UFSB blocks is not available with signal technicians. He may be sent 
to STTC/MLY for equipment course for UFSB block instrument‟ 

 1st loop axle counter is frequently failed between 03-10-18 to 05-10-18. S 35 Up starter & Up 
LSS S32 are put back for 4 trains to 3rd loop. Cause should be analysed. 

 Crank handle testing schedule once in fortnight was not followed by technician. 

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of NDL station & NDPL stations of GNT division 
conducted on 04/05.10.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

 Average PR for month of September is 2.7 instead of 4. 

 Acknowledgement has not obtained from all the staff for safety literature 

 In Sep. 2018, 3 ALPs were out of head quarter for more than 72 hrs. 

 Cases of LP working above 14hours are more, which should be controlled as far as 
possible. 

 DEE/TRD informed that CHALAMA SP is not yet connected to SCADA since OFC has not 
been laid so far. Connectivity through QUAD cable could not be provided as induced voltage 
level in cable is high. 

5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of NDL station of GNT division conducted on 
04/05.10.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

 Rolling in/ out lighting facilities are good on either end of platforms. Sufficient Rolling in/ out 
huts were not provided on either end of platforms. Towards DNC end of the platform, one 
hut is away from the working area i.e. at OHE post 257/6A, the same should be shifted to 
the rolling in examination point i.e. OHE post 257/5A. Only one hut is available on either 
end. At Rolling in/out examination points on both sides, there is no proper seating 
arrangement and it is very difficult to monitor entire rake on one stretch. Seating 
arrangements may be provided 

 Rolling In/ Out lights are available but there is no numbering system for these lights. 
Numbering system will help for easy identification during failure and also its proper 
maintenance. 

 RI/ RO light at GNT end are defective and bent. Some of the RI/ RO lamp fittings are loose 
and not properly seated in the slot and giving shock during operation. This needs to be 
rectified. 

 In C&W office at PF, some of the BP Air hose couplings were without end cap. This may 
lead to entering of foreign material which may obstruct the flow of air and leads to 
detentions. This has to be ensured as it may also endanger safety. There is no Train timings 
board in C&W PF office. This need to be fixed for staff alertness and arrival/ departure of 
trains in two shifts, shall be clearly displayed. 

 C&W department is having office on platform for the use of various functions like  Stocking 
of material, changing of uniform for staff, record keeping, display of boards, stocking of 
gadgets required for Freight & Coach  checking, place for SSE and C&W staff  etc. Since 
the duty hours for staff are 12 hrs., staff expressed that a separate room for uniform 
changing and as well as for Lunch is required at PF. Separate Bins can be initiated by Sr. 
DME for each C&W staff in that room. 

***  



 

 

 

 

 

ATTENTION …….. 
LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS 

Whenever a train is stopped on a gradient for any reason like accident, loco failure, OHE 
supply failures etc., it is essential and important to apply the train (A9) and loco (SA9) 

brakes so as to hold the train safely on the gradient..(S.R.4.49.2.1) 

ATTENTION ……..GUARD OF THE TRAIN 
The guard of the train has to verify application of train brakes by observing the drop in the 
BP pressure gauge provided in the SLR/BV. In case the brakes have not been applied, 
the Guard will communicate with the Loco Pilot and find out the reason for non 
application of train brakes. In case assistance is required by Loco Pilot, the Guard will 
apply the train brake by operation of guards emergency brake valve provided in the 

SLR/BV (G.R.4.49.2.2) 
 

ATTENTION …….. C&W Officials 
As and when there is change of traction ie., electric to diesel or vice versa , the formation 
should be released by Assistant Loco Pilot / Guard of the train / station staff / C & W staff 
/ siding staff and the train started after conducting brake continuity test and after 

obtaining requisite vacuum / air pressure. 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering Officials 
15.08 (2) No work involving removal of any rail from the track shall be 
undertaken without traffic block, except as provided in sub rule (3) below. 
(3) In emergent cases, the Engineering official not below the rank of PWI  Grade 
III, undertaking such operations shall first bring the train to a stop and advise the 
Loco Pilot of the train about the need to stop the train through a written memo. 
The Engineering official shall simultaneously arrange to send a message to the 
Station Master for the need to block the track and obtain written confirmation of 
the same. In such emergent cases work may be commenced only after bringing 
the train to a stop and the Loco Pilot has been advised.  
 


